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Visit www.allisonboard.com
or give us a call on: +31 313 676 238.
ALLISON board is an innovation by PilloPak.
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A unique way to spotlight
your product!
ALLISON board allows you to give full scope to your creativity. The unique
properties of this material enable new, distinctive designs for your POS
advertising. ALLISON board is a sustainable choice and can be returned
to the raw material cycle.

Discover ALLISON

creative and versatile
Displays, exhibition stands, counters and robust
furniture for shops and events are just a few
examples of the many uses of ultra-lightweight,
super-strong ALLISON board. ALL IS ON board for
endless possibilities.

Ultra-lightweight, super-strong

Smart, fast assembly

Easy to process and print

Infinitely environmentally friendly

With its revolutionary structure, ALLISON board
is considerably lighter than wood, plastic and metal,
yet incredibly strong!

ALLISON board offers you undreamt-of possibilities:
it can be cut to any shape and is perfect for printing.
Because it weighs so little, it is exceptionally easy to
transport.

Thanks to clever designs, intricate structures can be
easily assembled in no time at all, without the need for
any tools.

ALLISON board is 100% paper-based. The core
material is an FSC recycled paper and the top layer is
manufactured to PEFC standard. It does not contain
any harmful substances such as formaldehyde and
solvents. ALLISON board can be easily reused - time
and time again!

Get to work with ALLISON

ALLISON board is an excellent choice for a multitude
of designs and structures. Take a look at the available
products in our shop at www.shop.allisonboard.com.
Our facebook page showcases a wealth of up-to-theminute ideas to inspire you. Our construction team
loves to receive your comments and meet your
requirements, so please feel free to contact us at any
time at sales@pillopak.nl.

The qualities of ALLISON

endless creativity
ultra-lightweight, super-strong and quick on-site assembly
reusable and sustainable
perfect for printing and laminating
straight, flat sheets and easy to process
	fast delivery: thicknesses ranging from 5mm to 60mm,
sizes up to 2000x3050mm
	now also available in B2 quality
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